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in jail. The law would not be on Sara’s side. Sara elected to accept an offer 
from the district attorney to plead guilty to a reduced misdemeanor charge, be 
released from jail, and participate in a mental health court program.

Unfortunately, because the process to apply Sara to the mental health 
court program was significantly delayed due to the jail’s COVID-19 protocols, 
Sara was never able to start. After weeks in jail, the court agreed to close her 
case and ordered her release from custody. Sara’s lawyer regretted that her 
client would not receive treatment but could not justify allowing her client to 
remain incarcerated and continue to deteriorate while waiting for it. 

That night, Sara was released by the jail at 3 a.m. to the streets of 
downtown Las Vegas – in the winter, during a pandemic – without a coat, 
money, medications, or any idea of where to go. The jail allowed 
her to call her parents upon her release, but they did not receive 
her message until the next morning. Sara was nowhere to be 
found when they arrived hours later. Sara’s story is sad but, 
unfortunately, not uncommon.

In 2020, Nevada was ranked last in the country by Mental 
Health America, a non-profit agency that reviews and ranks 
states based on several measures related to mental health 
and access to care.2 In 2021, Nevada’s ranking has remained 
unchanged. With woefully inadequate mental health 
resources in Nevada, mental health courts in the criminal 
justice system are often the only option to address the 
mental health needs of people like Sara. 

In Nevada, there are mental health court programs 
in Clark County, Washoe County, Carson City, and Las 
Vegas Municipal Court. Judge Cara Campbell has been 
overseeing the Las Vegas Municipal Court Mental Health 
Court since 2017. “There is still a stigma attached 
to those suffering from a mental illness,” Campbell 
said. Unfortunately, these programs are severely 
underfunded. Campbell’s mental health court program 
can only support 20 participants at a time.  

When the COVID-19 pandemic affected the judicial 
system, the challenges mental health courts faced to 
help people suffering from mental illness compounded. 
In March 2020, Las Vegas Municipal Court closed 
for an extended period of time to comply with 
COVID-19 mitigation protocols, severely affecting 
potential new participants wishing to join the 
program. COVID-19 mitigation protocols at the jail 
also presented roadblocks to accepting new people 
into the program. Potential participants placed in 
quarantine due to COVID-19 symptoms were not 

It was a cold winter night during the 
COVID-19 pandemic, and Sue and 
Jerry Thompson had not heard from 
their adult daughter Sara1 for almost 
a week. Sara Thompson had long 
battled with schizophrenia and bipolar 
disorder. Over the years, she had 
received treatment from six different 
hospitals in the Las Vegas valley and 
was prescribed eight different types 
of medications. That a mentally ill 
woman went missing may not sound 
all that shocking, but the story of 
how the Thompson family got here is 
a shameful reflection of how mental 
illness is treated in Nevada.

Jerry and Sue had last seen Sara weeks 
before when they checked her into a mental 
health hospital. Sara was paranoid and 
agitated, and they sought professional help to 
stabilize her. They were assured by hospital 
staff that she would be taken care of and that 
they would be notified when she was stable. 

That call never came. Sue and Jerry 
heard nothing about Sara until they were 
notified that she was in jail. They were not 
told why and could not communicate with 
Sara. They also doubted her ability to inform 
jail staff of her medication and treatment 
needs. Sue and Jerry fruitlessly attempted to 
obtain information from the jail until they 
eventually tracked down the phone number 
for the attorney handling Sara’s case. 

To Sara’s appointed lawyer, the case 
was all-too familiar: A mentally ill person, 
involuntarily admitted to a hospital during 
a psychotic episode, who struggled against 
hospital staff, at some point hitting or 
shoving a nurse or doctor. Sara was charged 
with a crime punishable by up to a year 
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able to see a doctor or psychiatrist to receive medication and stabilize, making the program’s requisite 
substance abuse and psychiatric evaluations almost impossible. As a result, people with mental health 

illnesses languished in jail or, as in Sara’s case, were released with no mental health support. 
Currently, as Nevada continues to return to pre-pandemic ways of life, the court has 

struggled to secure housing for its participants. Due to the economic hardship created 
by the pandemic, the court’s primary housing provider changed management, 

forcing the Las Vegas Municipal Mental Health Court to compete with 
other courts, including Clark County District Court, for a limited 

number of available beds. 
“Considering most of our participants are homeless, this 

lack of suitable housing results in our inability to accept new 
participants into our program,” Campbell said. 

One thing is clear from the pandemic – how the 
judiciary addresses mental health issues must become a 
priority in Nevada. When resources are used to address 
mental health needs, the benefit to the community is 
undeniable. The Las Vegas Municipal Court Mental 
Health Court is a testament to this fact. Despite the 
challenges it has faced since the onset of the pandemic, 

seven of its participants graduated from the program. 
“One of our graduates, who had been institutionalized 

for most of his adult life, was able to secure Section 8 housing and 
is now living independently for the first time in his life. Another of 

our post-COVID graduates reunited with his family and moved home 
to New Mexico to help support them,” Campbell said.

Court programs, like the Las Vegas Court Municipal Mental 
Health Court, provide a real opportunity to change the lives of those 
suffering from mental illness, and these programs should be provided 
the resources they need to continue helping those in our community 
who find themselves in the criminal justice system. However, mental 

health court programs and the criminal justice system should not 
be expected to solve the widespread mental health challenges 

that Nevada faces. 
What happened to the Thompson family is 

unconscionable, and their story highlights the ways in 
which Nevada has failed those suffering with mental 
illness, especially during the pandemic. Fortunately 
for Sara, after walking the streets for days, she had a 
moment of clarity and checked herself into a hospital. 
She ultimately stabilized and was reunited with her 
parents. If Nevada does not prioritize mental illness as 
a public health issue instead of relying on the criminal 

justice system to deal with it, the next set of parents may 
not be as lucky as Sue and Jerry Thompson.

ENDNOTES: 
1. This account is the true story of a real criminal case in Clark County. Names 

have been changed to protect client confidentiality.
2. The 2020 State of Mental Health in America, https://mhanational.org/issues/

state-mental-health-america (last visited May 10, 2021). 
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